Sonoprinting of nanoparticle-loaded microbubbles: Unraveling the multi-timescale mechanism.
Ultrasound-triggered microbubble-assisted drug delivery is a promising tool for localized therapy. Several studies have shown the potential of nanoparticle-loaded microbubbles to effectively enhance the delivery of therapeutic agents to target tissue. We recently discovered that nanoparticle-carrying microbubbles can deposit the nanoparticles in patches onto cell membranes, a process which we termed 'sonoprinting'. However, the biophysical mechanisms behind sonoprinting are not entirely clear. In addition, the question remains how the ultrasound parameters, such as acoustic pressure and pulse duration, influence sonoprinting. Aiming for a better understanding of sonoprinting, this report investigates the behavior of nanoparticle-loaded microbubbles under ultrasound exposure, making use of three advanced optical imaging techniques with frame rates ranging from 5 frames per second to 10 million frames per second, to capture the biophysical cell-bubble interactions that occur on a multitude of timescales. We observed that non-spherically oscillating microbubbles release their nanoparticle payload in the first few cycles of ultrasound insonation. At low acoustic pressures, the released nanoparticles are transported away from the cells by microstreaming, which does not favor uptake of the nanoparticles by the cells. However, higher acoustic pressures (>300 kPa) and longer ultrasound pulses (>100 cycles) lead to rapid translation of the microbubbles, due to acoustic radiation forces. As a result, the released nanoparticles are transported along in the wake of the microbubbles, which eventually leads to the deposition of nanoparticles in elongated patches on the cell membrane, i.e. sonoprinting. We conclude that a sufficiently high acoustic pressure and long pulses are needed for sonoprinting of nanoparticles on cells.